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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITEC STATES 

----------------- -x

UNITEC STATES, s

Petitioner i

v. i No. 85-554

HUGHES FECFERTIES, INC. *

------------- - - ---x

Washington, D.C.

Wednesday, April 23, 1965 

The abova -entitle d natter came on for oral 

argument before the Supreme Court of the United States 

at 12x58 o’clock p.m.

AFFEARANCESs

ALBERT G. LAU3ER, JR., ESQ., Deputy Solicitor 

General* on behalf of Petitioner..

0. CLAYTON LILIENSTERN , ESQ., Houston, Texas; 

gn behalf of Respondent.
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PROCEEDINGS

[12^5 8 p . m . ]

CHIEF JUSTICE BURGEE» Mr. Tauber, you may 

proceed whanavar you are raady.

OB AI ARGUMENT CF ALBERT G. IA UE EE , JR.

ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER 

ME. LAUEERi Mr. Chief Justice, arc may it

please the Court!

This case involves the proper time for 

claiming deductions by taxpayars that use the accrual 

basis cf accounting. Under this Court's decision, the 

proper tima for accruing tax deductions is governed by 

the "all events" test, a test that this Court enunciated

in 1926.

As the 

versus Eelvering 

Company in 1979, 

objectives of tax

Court noted 50 yaars 

and mere recently in 

tha all events test 

accountin g.

ago

The

help

f

r

c

in Brown 

lower TccI 

t c se r ve t he

QUESTION.: Well, Mr. Tauber, you refer to the

Court enunciating a principle, and it was just a 

sentence in Justice Stone's opinion, wasn't it?

MR. LAUBERt Well, that's all it began its 

lifa as, but it has since taken on a kind of talismanic 

quality in tax jurisprudence. It's one of the great 

traditional tests that has come dewn tc us through the
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years. And, the meaning of the test is what governs the 

time of taking accrued deducticns by taxpayers, previous 

accrual, accrual basis.

I ion *t think Justice Stone intended it tc 

have that quality, but it has been seized upon and 

elaborated by the Court itself in later years. And the 

way the all events test helps to serve the objectives of 

tax accounting is to protect the fiscal -- tc help 

achieve equality of treatment for taxpayers by insisting 

upon a high degree of certainty before deductions are 

permitted fcr tax purpcses.

The relevance test has two elements. It 

requires that an item of expense be taken as a tax 

deduction, be accrued fcr the taxable year ir which all 

the events have occucrei that create on the part of the 

taxpayer a fixed and unconditional obligation to pay the 

expense, and secondly, which permit the amount of that 

payment to be determined with reasonable accuracy.

This case involves the prcper application cf 

the first component of the test, that is, the 

requirement that the taxpayer have at the end of the 

year a fixed obligation tc make a payment. The taxpayer 

here is a Nevada gambling casino that operates, on the 

casino fleer, gambling devices called progressive slot 

rrachi ne s.
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A progressive slot machine is like an ordinary 

slot machine except that it has, besides its usual 

jackpot, an additional progressive jackpot whose amount 
is shown on a little meter on the face of the machine, 

and every time semetody plays the machine arc loses, the 

meter gees up and it keeps on going up until somebody 

actually wins the jackpot.

In order to win a jackpot the player must 

gamble the required amount of money, which is the case 

of a multiple coin machine is the maximum amount that 

can be gambled. And, he must pull the handle and come 

up with the winning combination of symbols.

The odds of winning a progressive ;ackpct are 

determined by the casino. By adjusting the number of 

wheels cn the machine, the number of symbols cn each 

wheel, the number of winning symbols, the casino can 

determine the odds of winning the jackpot, and based on 

the expected frequency cf the machine’s play, it car 

predict a projected oayoff date of any particular 

progressive jackpot.

QBESTIONi Mr. Tauber, can I interrupt ycu?

Dees this case just concern progressive jackpots? Shy 

wouldn't it also concern regular jackpots, if you had a 

fixed amount that would be payable, predictably within —

MR. lADEERi My understanding is that the

5
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tegular jackpots tend to be in smaller amounts and are 

won much more frequently/ and I don't believe the Nevada 

Gaming Commission regulates regular jackpots, only 

progressive jackpots.

Sc, respondents don't have the argument 

available to them here, that the Commission's 

regulations give them a fixed liability --

QUESTION* The regular jackpots, they just dc 

that on a cash basis, than, presumably?

HE. LAUEEB* I couldn't fce sure of that. The 

projected payoff date for these jackpots can range from 

several months down the read to several years down the 

road. The money cocresponiing to the jackpots does not 

sit physically in the machine.

The casinos typically collect the coins cut of 

the machine a couple of tines a week. They are free to 

use that money and tc earn income upon it, as they see 

fit, until a jackpot is actually won. When a jackpot is 

won, the winner typically will go and seek payment from 

the cashier's cage at the casino.

QUESTION:; You demonstrate great familiarity. 

Hr. Tauter.

HE. LAQBERi Well, I have raai the record. I 

can't claim this is firsthand knowledge, tut this is 

what is toll to me by the record.

6
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QUESTION^ I'm told that thay bring it to you 

and pay ycu at the window/ net at the cashier’s wirdev 

but right at the machine.

KE. LAUBEBs Ch, did they come tack and --

QUESTION; So that everybody can see you and 

they can take pictures.

[Laughter.]

KB. LflUBEB* Now you know who -~

QUESTION; That is what I am told.

[laughter.]

KB. IAUEER; But it doesn't actually come cut 

cf the machine. It ccires ever from a human teing.

There is no dispute here that progressive 

jackpots intrinsically are the kind of expense that 

qualify for deduction as a proper expense cf running e 

gambling business. The onLy question here concerns the 

proper time for taking the deduction.

And the question is really one cf timing. It 

is an important question because of the time value of 

money, both from government and the tajpajers ' point cf 

view .

We contend that the proper year fer conducting 

a progressive jackpot is a year in which the jackpot is 

actually won by the customer. Respondent argues that 

the actual winning cf the jackpct is irrelevant, and

7
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that its liability fcr the ;ackpcts teccires established 

the minute the marline is placed on the gambling fleer 

to begin with .

QUESTION* Nr. Latter, hew dees the Interral 

Revenue Service treat funds that are set aside by- 

insurance companies out cf premiums tc pay eff potential 

experts! claims, an! is there some correlation between 

the rules fcr that and the rules applicable here?

MR. LAUBER* Well, there is a let tc say atcut 

that. The Revenue Cede treats insurance companies in e 

unique manner. There's a whole subchapter cf the Cede, 

Subchapter L, that just governs insurance companies, and 

Congress allows insurance companies alone cf all 

taxpayers to claim current deductions for additions to 

reserves they establish to pay off life insurance and 

disability claims.

So, they are allowed to deduct these reserves 

anticipatcrily through a particular ccrgressicna1 

statute that covers just insurance companies. Ordinary 

taxpayers may equally be motivated to establish reserves 

on their books, but they can't deduct them lecause 

they're not allowed to by the Revenue Code.

There are seme reserves, like tad debt 

reserves, that Congress has authorized, but generally 

speaking reserves are reserved for life insurance

fi
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companies and casualty insurance companies.

CDESTICNi Is there ary ether tread category 

of business deductions that would potentially be 

affected ty a decision here cn the application cf the 

all events test?

MB. lAUBEBt Well, that could depend on hew 

the decision was written. This is an issue , as I 

mentioned to Justice Eehnquist, that's been around fer a 

great number cf years and there have been an awful let 

of Court of Appeals cases that have construed the old 

events test as applied tc accruals fer Wcrkner's 

Compensation liabilities, tort claims, all kinds cf 

things .

And the principle cf what ycu need tc have in 

fixed obligations to make a payment is very important in 

the tax law generally, and all these other obligations 

cculd be affected by it. New, Congress has amended the 

tax laws in 1984 to take care of some of these problems, 

Workmen's Compensation and the like, but generally 

speaking the old events test cemains the basic judicial 

test that Congress has modified in some ways the years 

after *84. Sc, the Court's decision would affect 

virtually all deductions claimed by accrual basis 

taxpayers.

Respondents' argument is that they should be
*
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allowed to accrue is a deduction for any year the net 

increase in tie amounts shewn cn these jackpot meters 

for the year, a s of midnight on the last day of their 

tax year. That argument is based cn the theory that 

it’s very likely that somebody will eventually win tie 

jackpot due to the laws of averages, and that when 

somebody dees win the jackpot the amount they win will 

be at least as big as the amount cn the year-end meter 

because Nevada regulations prohibit casinos from turning 

these meters lack down tc a lesser amount.

In analyzingthis case we start from the 

premise that the type of liability presupposed by the 

all events test is not some kind cf inchoate cr abstract 

liability, but the obligation to make a payment. This 

is what distinguishes the accrual method cf accounting 

from the cash method.

Under the cash method an item is deductible 

when the taxpayer actually pays the expense. Under the 

accrual method, it is deductible when he incurs the 

obligation.

QUESTION* Let me ask just one ether 

preliminary question. Would you net agree, and I krew 

you would suggest It's not dispositive, but that sound 

accounting practices normally, for example, for 

disclosure for SEC purposes and the like wculd require

10
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setting up reserves fcr this kind of contingent 

liability?

HE. IAUBEE; Se agree with that. Ir. fact the 

accountants for the respondent required that a reserve 

he set up fcr these ccr.tingert liabilities at the ere cf 

the year, and they found tn a t was consistent with 

generally accepted accounting principles, but this Court 

has often held, most recently in Thor Fewer Tool 

Company, and earlier in Triple-A, that the fact that a 

deduction, an accrual is proper fcr financial accounting 

purposes, is not dispositive fcr tax purposes because cf 

very different objectives that the two accounting 

systems have.

In this rise we think it is clear that 

respondent at the close of its tax year had incurred nc 

obligation to pay the progressive jackpots to anyone. 

Indeed, there is no one in the world who could at that 

moment assert any possible claim to those funds.

QUESTION; Why should the identity cf the 

eventual payee matter, as long as it's certain there 

will be a payee? What difference does it make that you

don’t know specifically who, as long as you know someone
*

will be getting it?

HR. LAUBERi Wall, I would agree with the 

premise that the ultimate identity cf the payee is net

11
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important. But we think: mat precludes the deduction 

here is that nobody has won the jackpot. It’s not that 

someone has wen and we don't knew who. We --

QUESTION^ No, bat you know that someone will, 

under the Nevada gaming regulations --

MS. LAUBERt There is a probability that every 

time somebody pulls the machine programmed to pay off at 

one in 10,000 , he a as a ona in 10 ,000 chance of 

winning. That is true indefinitely into the future. It 

is only half years and probability —

QUESTION* Well, Congress has made the very 

same kind of a determination in its treatment for 

insurance reserves. There's a probability that we'll 

all die someday and they're going to let you set aside a 

certain portion of the premium.

New, why isn't this essentially equivalent tc

tha t?

MR. LAUBERs. Well, I would agree it is quite 

similar in economic terms, but from a tax pcint of view 

they're very different because Congress has authorized 

insurance companies tc set up these reserves for very 

sound reasons.

Congress has net authorized taxpayers tc set 

up their own reserves for contingent liabilities based 

on mere probability of occurrence of these future

12
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events. And that principle goes back to Justice 

Erandeis's opinion in Erown v. Eelverirg where the 

taxpayer was an insurance commission agent and he 

received insurance ccmir issi cns.

And, he showed to the Court there was a great 

probability that he would have to refund large portions 

of those premiums in later years because cf 

cancellations of the policies. He showai that policies 

were always cancelled, every year.

The Court denied deduction for that reserve, 

pointing out the tax law requires not probabilities but 

certainties.

QUESTION* Supposing, Mr. Lauber, that in this 

case it was demonstrated beyond peradventure, sc tc 

speak, on the basis of past performance how many people 

cctre in, what the machines are set for, but there was 

going to be a payoff, a certain number of payoffs on 

this jackpot within a given year. Would your case be 

much different?

MR. LAUBER* I think it wouldn't really matter 

if the probability were based cn the laws cf averages, 

and the odds of winning, on past experienca . In either 

event cur position would be that a mere projection that 

he likely will incur a liability is not sufficient tc 

justify tax deduction.
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QUESTION! Supposing just hypothetically that 

the Government, surely mistakenly in ycur view, had 

stipulated in the trial court that it was certain that 

this thing would happer within the year. Wctld yet feel 

that you couldn't argue the same grounds then that you 

are arguing new?

ME. IAUEER* It certainly would happen within 

the next succeeding year?

QUESTION.- Yes.

MB. LAUBERi We would take the same position,

Ycur Honor.

QUESTION! What nappens if you don't have a 

jackpot for two and a half years and then you close it 

up and throw that machine out?
i

ME. LAUBEEi I think, Justice Marshall, that 

although the rules of the Commission, Gaming Commission, 

don't speak tc this, there is a policy that they car't 

just retire a machine from service willy-nilly. They 

have to transfer —

QUESTION* What if it turns down?

MR. LAUBER:. Then they're off the hook, if it 

is stipulated —

QUESTION : Then they don't pay any taxes at

a 11?

SR. LAUBERi Well, if they had deducted that

14
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amount in the year cne, when they shut the casinc dcvr.

they might have tD recognize income under the tax 

benefit rule when they got relieved of the obligation. 

But you’re right, you’re absolutely right that they 

would be relieved of the obligation, that they’re 

waiting for bankruptcy, that they’ve stepped being a 

gambling casino, people have stopped playing the slot 

machines, they would be off the hook.. And that --

QUESTION.: Nr. Latter, it seems to me that the

possibility that a corporation or a business will gc cut 

cf business or go bankrupt or have a disaster is always 

present for any accrual based taxpayer, and that 

shouldn’t defeat the accrual deduction. It just strikes 

me as very extrema position to argue.

NE. lAUBEEs That isn't cur position. Cur 

position is, what precludes a deduction is not the fact 

that they have a liability now, which might be -- they 

might be divested of if they go out into bankruptcy or 

go out of business, or lose their License.
r

Cur position is, they can't deduct it because 

they have no present liability to make a payment. It’s 

net that they have a liability that they might get cut 

of. Their obligation is to pay a jackpot, and they have 

no obligation to pay a jackpot until somebody wins the 

jackpc t.
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Sc, it's the fact that nctcdy at the erd cf

the year nobody couli claim these jackpot fends. They 

have not parted with anything. And we think that all 

the Nevada regulatory scheme requires is that, in a 

casino, keep the nacliinas In play Indefinitely without 

reducing the ireter sc that future fattens will have the 

opportunity tc win a jackpot.

But, the Zommissicn’s regulations don't 

require them to pay a jackpct until somebody wins the 

jackpot. It is that winning of the jackpot which 

creates the liability tc make a payment.

Until then, all the casino has is an inchcate 

obligation to keep the machines in play on the fleer, 

pending people's future play and possible future winning 

of the jackpot. Bat, that obligation keeps —

CUESTICNi As I understand it, they don't even 

have that obligation because they could decide to go out 

cf business.

* HR. LAUBERi That's right. That wculd he 

another ccntirgency that could relieve them. But we’re 

not relying on that Bare possibility of going bankrupt.

CUESTICNi Well, I'm not suggesting — or even 

bankrupt. Wall, are there other cases where — well, 

let's take the bankruptcy for a minute, where a business 

would go bankrupt and have — cf course, if it had a

15
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liability, recognized in the bankruptcy proceeding and 

have to be paid off, which weald not be true here, that 

are there situations where a bankruptcy would — you 
could satisfy the test even though at the time ofj< 

bankruptcy there would be no liability at all, which is 

what I understand to be the case here.

MS. LAUBERi I don’t think so, and that's a 

very good point. That’s right.

Dur position is not that they might go

bankrupt, but if they did gc bankrupt nc one cculd ever.
/

come into bankruptcy court and assert a claim for these 

items. The items would not escheat to the State. They 

would go right back to the casino, the part cf the 

bankruptcy estate. They would not go to the State of 

Nevada .

And we think that’s right. Since nc one can 

make a claim for these funds in any tribunal at the end 

cf the year, that shews there is no present obligation.

To put it simply, we think an obligation 

presupposes ar cbligcr and an obligee. But, there is no 

obligee at the end of the year.

QUESTION:. It seemed to me that the issue — 

and I don’t know that the case is answered, is whether 

the liability is unconditional if it can be avoided by 

geing cut cf business. And, it wculd be avoided here by

17
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gcing cut cf business, as I understand.

MR. LAUBERi It wculd be. That’s right.

That’s another say cf phrasing the issue, but ycu cet 

into trouble ben use you don’t want to argue that the 

possibility of going out of business prevents an 

accrual, because then nc cne cculd ever accrue anything.

QUESTION! It wouldn’t prevent an accrual if 

ycu had a liability?

MR. LAUBSRi Rignt. And we think , in fact, 

that the going cut cf business example is kind cf 

evidentiary, that there is no year end liability, 

because if it did gc cut cf business they wculd be off 

the hook.

QUESTION! We don’t have any real possibility 

cf casinos going out of business or going bankrupt.

MR. LAUBERi Well, they could go bankrupt and 

they can lose their license .

QUESTION! When last did you hear of one?

ME. lAUBERi I don’t think they gc bankrupt, 

but they do lose their licenses sometimes because —

QUESTICfU I suppcse scirebcdy cculd turn the 

place down. That's happened to more than one place.

ME. LAUBERc But the pcint atcut the 

Commission’s regulations, the regulatory schema 

respondent relies on, is that they dcn’t require a

18
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jackpct tc £e paid until the jackpot is wen.

Here is might be useful to compare what life 

was like in casinos before 1972 when this rule about net 

turning meters back was promulgated. Before that time, 

respondents seamai to agree that they hai merely a 

contingent liability that they cculd net deduct fer tax 

purposes.

*72 rule

you can’t 

at all on 

liability 

in '72 tc 

won.

They are resting their case entirely on the 

saying they can’t turn the meters tack. 

QUESTION:. That’s right.

MB. LAUBERi But ir. cur view, that rule saying 

turn the meters back doesn’t have any effect 

the contingent nature of that liability. The 

remains oefore and after that rule was issued 

pay a jackpot if and only if the jackpct is

All that rale about, tarn tie meters back, 

gees tc -- is the ameurt cf the liability. It enables 

the casino to astioate tha minimum amount of its 

contingent liability because it knows it can’t turn the 

meter back frem the amount shown at midnight cn the last 

day of the tax year. Which means, if it ever does incur 

the liability, it will be in at least that minimum 

amount. That rule ioes not affect the contingent nature 

of the pre-existing obligation the casino had to pay the

19
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jackpot if and only if somebody wins.

We think a good way of analyzing these 

progressive jackpots is that they are prizes offered to 

the public tc induce people to gamble cn the slot 

machines. The Gaining Commission's rules basically 

require the casino to keep that offer open 

indefinitely. It required that it make an irrevocable 

offer of a prize.

But# they don't require the casino tc actually 

pay the prize until someboiy wins it# so while the 

casino has an irrevocable offer, that cffer is still -- 

its liability on tne cffer is still contingent until 

some lucky patron in effect accepts the offer by 

satisfying the preconditions for payment, which is tc 

gamble a require! amount of money ani to come up with 

the winning combination of symbols on the slot machine. 

It has tc be both the offer and the acceptance of the 

offer before you have an obligation to make a payment, 

and that's what the tax law requires.

Wa think it wouli be quite a iifferent case if 

the Nevada gaming authorities required a casino tc pay 

an amount corresponding to the year-end jackpot totals 

to an escrow agent, or to a trustee, to be held for the 

benefit cf future jackpot winners. In that event it 

wouli be an obligation to make a payment to an
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independent party who would hold tie money for the 

beneficiaties, ultimate winners of the jackpots, with 

the money never being able to revert back tc the casino.

It would also be very different if respondent, 

to insure its obligations on the jackpots, were tc pay 

— taka out insurance policies covering its contingent 

liability cn the jackpots and paid a premium to an 

insurance company. They could deduct that premium. If 

they took out a bond to cover their obligation, they 

could deduct their bending fee paid tc the third party.

What they can’t deduct is a reserve they set 

up cn their cwn bcoks. They still have the money, still 

earn income on the money, on the mere theory they may 

ultimately have to pay that money to somebody else.

They haven’t externalized their obligation. They’ve 

kept it completely aithia-iouse.

CUESTICNs In that Cede case though, that this 

thing arose from, where the American Code -- where the 

cuesticn was the First World Wan tax liability, now they 

said you could accrue that.

MR. LAOBERi I think that was the Andersen

ca se .

QUESTION:. Anderson, yes.

MR . LAUBERi That’s —

CUE STICNs You have the Anderson case. They
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said you could accrue that, and these people 

haven't transferred anything an their books, 

think.

certainly 

I don’t

MR. LAUBSR; Well, what the Andersen court 

held is that — there was a munitions tax which was 

payable on the manufacturing and sale of munitions 

during the year. And what the court held there was 

because the manufacturer had by definition finished 

manufacturing and sailing munitions for the yaac, at 

midnight cn the last day cf the year, all the events 

reguicad to give it an obligation to pay the tax had 

arisen by the end of the year.

The mere fact the tax was actually paid in 

April the following year, the court held was not 

relevant.

QUESTION; Then it must be that the transfer 

cf money cn ycur books — or from your books to 

somewhere else, is not one cf the events?

MR. LAUBERi That's absolutely right. Under 

the cash basis the actual transfer of money is the 

crucial thing, you have to actually make payment.

QUESTICNi Eut for accrual taxpayers, it 

surely doesn't make any difference that the taxpayer has 

the use cf the money in the meantime?

MR. LAUBER; But they must have incurred an
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obligation to pay the money to somebody else. That is 

the key thing. But what must -- all of the events must 

have occurred to give you an obligation tc make the 

payment .

QUESTION* But then, why would ycur example 

about the escrow make it all that much different?

MB. LAUBEE* Because there it would be an 

obligation to make a payment to an escrow agent or to a 

trustee who would held the money, never come tack tc 

you, is gone irrevocably, to held the money and 

distribute it to the ultimate jackpot winners years down 

the road. That would be an externalizaticn , would have 

incurred the obligation to pay that money to an 

independent third party.

That, we think, is the key thing that you have 

to have for an accrual for tax purposes.

QUESTION* May I just ask a rather simplistic 

question, and probably never get a simplistic answer. 

Let’s assume a taxpayer who agreed at the end of the 

year that it owed me $1,003, mi than assume further, I 

just disappeared somewhere and he never had a chance to 

pay me.

Sculd that liability have accrued?

MB. LAUBSB* If the taxpayer had signed a 

contract obligating himself —
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QUESTION:. Let's say it's a contract 

cb liga tion.

NR. LAU3ERt It would be proper tc accrue the 

liability, and if you vanished and he never had to pay 

it, he would then have income in later years.

QUESTION.: What would be the tax

consequences? Would the taxes be paid on the basis of 

the year in which that liability accrued, or would it be 

paid in some futura speculative year on the assumption 

that maybe I'd disappeared fcr —

NR. LAUBSRi No, it would be in the year it 

happened. Fcr example, if scmeicdy performed work fcr 

you and you agreed to pay that, the painter or the 

plumber, and you didn't pay them during the year but you 

are obligated to them, you are an accrual basis 

taxpayer. Even if the plumber vanished and never got 

paid, ycu wculd get a deduction fcr a proper accrual in 

the year you incurred the obligation to pay him.

QUESTION:. Where would I get the deduction? 

When would the taxpayer get the deduction?

SR. L AU BER * The- year in which you incurred 

the obligation to pay —

QUESTION* But is there any question about the 

fact that the obligation had accrued by the end of the 

year, in this case?
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MR, LAUBSRi We think it has not, because the

obligation issue is the obligation to make a payment cf 

a jackpot and nobody has any claim to a jackpot until 

they win it.

I mean, four example, Justice Poaell, the 

painter paints ycur house, he has a claim tc payment 

because ha painted your house. Here, no one has any 

claim to this money until they win the jackpot. That's 

the crucial difference.

QHESrijNi But so far as the casino is 

concerned, it owes that money tc whoever identifies 

himself or herself as —

MR. IADBES; It owes the money to somebody who 

succaeis in wianiaj the jackpot. If people stop playing 

the machines the next day, it doesn't owe a penny tc 

anyone. What if people just gave up gambling, some kind 

of new amendment that made gambling unconstitutional, 

they'd never ewe the money tc anyone.

QUESTION! I soct of like my example of 

disappearing. Normally, cf course, you take a deduction 

the same year you hairs the income. In other woris, you 

charge ycur expenses against the income.

MR. LAUBSRi That is what is a normal rule for 

financial accounting.

QUESTIONS How does the government benefit
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from your position?

SB. LAUBERt Well, where we benefit is that 

the deduction that they wish to have is deferred until 

they pay the jackpot, maybe three or four years away, 

and because the deduction today is worth more for the 

tax period than a deduction five years from now.

QUESTION* Sc, the government gets the use cf 

the money until --

MB. LAUBER* Exactly right. Ihat’s always the 

issue in all events tax cases, because — which is 

always a proper time for taking deductions. Sc, all 

these cases always involve the time value of money.

That’s why you're going to get deductions in 

year one, you want to have deductions in year ten.

QUESTION; But if in a future year the 

taxpayer has no money, it loses the benefit cf the 

liability?

HE. IAUBEBs I’m scrry, I missed that question.

QUESTION! Soma year an individual will come 

along and pull a jackpct. Then that year happened tc be 

a year in whicn the casino lost money.

HE. 1ABBEB; It would have --

QUESTION; It wouldn’t have any income to 

charge it off against.

HE. LAUBS8; I tnink witi the -- it could have
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a loss that year which you 

years and carry forward. Y 

h ave iozen s ini ioz ens of t 

and they all tend -- seme a 

ara paying off next year, a 

constant flow of income and 

It's not like the 

one yeac teat destroys then 

machines that are net payin 

likelihood of a casino havl 

teing aile to get a tax ben 

unlikely, because they can 

tax losses.

could then carry tack ten 

ou must remember that casir.cs 

hese machines on the floor 

re paying off this year, scire 

nd they result in a fairly 

expense to the casino, 

y have a cataclysmic evert in 

. Thera are always other 

5 eff at that time. Sc, tte 

ng to pa y a jackpot and not 

efit from it is extremely 

carry forward and back their

Be think that what respondent’s pcsiticn tcils 

down to is the argument that they have a probability cf 

incurring a liability in the future to pay these 

jackpots. That should be sufficient tc justify a 

deduction for tax purposes.

But this Court has rejected that argument 

repeatedly over a 50-year period. Brown versus 

Helvering, as I mentioned before, the taxpayer argued 

there was a probability it wculd have tc make refunds cf 

a certain portion of the insurance premiums, but the 

Ccurt rejected that argument.

CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER* Hr. Lili eastern.
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OBAL ARGUMENT OF 0 CLAYTON LILIEN STERN

ON 3EHALF OF THE RESPONDENT

NR. LILIENSTERNu Mr. Chief Justice, and may
\

it plea se the Courti

There is cne additional requirement which is 

necessary in order for us to accrue the deduction which 

we seek, to accrue in this case, and that is that, quite 

apart from the all events test, the accrual must result 

in a clear reflection of income.

That relates, we telieve, to sc.ire cf the 

questions that were asked about the period cf time 

between the accrual and the payoff. The record of the 

case indicates that that period of time was four and a 

half months.

We're saying this because there are other 

cases, generally from the lower courts, in which the 

period of time between the accrual and the payoff could 

be perhaps as much as 20 years. These cases, we 

suggest, don't deal. with tn e notion of the all events 

test, which is what we are talking about here today. 

They deal with the concept of the clear reflection cf 

income.

QUESTION* What kind cf transactions would 

these 20-year deferrals be?

MR. IILIENSTEBNi I beg your pardon?
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QUESTION; What kind of transactions would

these --

SR. LILIENSTERN.: Well, one example, there's a 

Mccney Aircraft case ir which an aircraft manufaccurer 

gave a bond at the time it sold a plane which was to 

mature at the time the plane was retired from service. 

The estimate was that the average life cf these aircraft 

would be 20 to 30 fairs.

The Court, in the Kooney Aircraft case, the 

Fifth Circuit, held the all events test is satisfied 

because there is an irravorabLa obligation in the year 

the bend was given, but under Section 446(b) cf the 

Coda, thara was no claar raflaction of income.

QUESTION; That isn't a very common 

transaction, is it?

MR. LILIENSTERNu No, Your Honor. It is net 

common. That is not common. As a matter of fact, in 

our case here the government — neither the government, 

nor have any cf the lower courts suggested that our 

transaction, the way we accrua it, given the period of 

time between payoffs, is ether than a clear reflection 

of Income .

QUESTION; Is that money that's taken frem 

thasa machinas avary night, is that put in the pool with 

all the other money, or is that segregated?
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SR. LILIS NSTERN:. Well, Justice Marshall, fcr 

the years in question here, 1373 to 1977, there was nc 

identifiable fund. In 1979 the Nevada Gaming Commission 

passed a regulation which required that that he 

maintained in an identifiable form, in cash equivalency.

We think, however, that that regulation 

doesn’t really bear on the issue cf our liability here. 

Se say that under the regulation, and in fact Justice 

Eehnquist suggested something about a stipulation the 

court below -- in the chains court the Government 

stipulated -- this case is here or. Cress Motions fcr 

Summary Judgment.

In the claims court the government stipulated 

that upon the adoption cf Nevada Gaming Regulation 

5.110, which is the one that is cited throughout our 

briefs, the liability became fixed. This is contained 

in the Joint Appendix.

The government’s Motion for Summary Judgment 

attaches in support the affidavit cf its counsel in the 

claims court, and the exhibit to that affiiavit. That 

exhibit was cur pretrial submission in the claims court.

And, one contention of fact by us which was 

adopted by them, because all of these facts were 

stipulated, ere contention was that once the increased 

jackpot amount is displays! oi the machine, the
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increas ed jackpot amount be comes a fixed liability which

cannot be avoided.

QUESTION; Where do we find that?

ME. IIIIENS1EEN t Your Honor, that is at pages

15 and 15 of the Joint kppe ndix , tne Motion of the

United States fcr Summary Judgment on page 15, the 

affidavit of counsel on page 16. Then our pretrial 

submission is attached to that. The actual language I 

read appears at page 42 of the exhibit.

Sow, in the courts below the government took 

the position, somewhat like the question concerning 

bankruptcy. They took the position that, lock, even if 

you accrue this liability --

QUESTION* Before you leave that, I want tc be 

sure I follow you.

ME. LILIENSTEEN; Yes, Tour Fcncr.

QUESTION:. You referred us to page 42 which is 

Plaintiff’s Memorandum of Contentions of Fact and Law, 

Contentions of Fact -- this is a government document, is 

it?

MR. LILI3N3TERN Your Honor, no. It is our 

document wnich was incorporated by reference in the 

affidavit, the only affidavit they had in support of 

their motion for summary judgment in the claims court.

If you look at page 15, the affidavit of counsel in the
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claims court is there. It says "The Affidavit of David 

C. Hickman" in the exhibit there toe.

20EST10Si 3o , t.iat the iafaniant relies on

that?

SR. LILI3N3TERNi Yes, Your Honor.

QUESTION* And that's the government's —

HR. LILIENSTERNi Yes, Your Honor. I mean, 

thaca vas raally io iisputa. We ware attempting to 

stipulate facts, and there seemed to be at that time no 

dispute as tc this issue.

In tha lowar courts tha jD/arnnsit maia an 

assertion that it no longer —

QUESTIONi But it says it's a fixed liability 

which car.nct he avoided. That simply isn't correct, 

because if you went out of business it would be avoided. 

MR. LILIE NSTERNi Well, Your Honor -- 

QUESTIONS Isn't that right?

MR. LILIENSTERNi Nc — well, it is a fixed 

liability as of the time it's accural. Now, thara's a 

body of case law, as Justice C'Ccr.ncr said, any -- 

2UESTIDN; Stick to my guastion .

MR. LILIENSTERN* Yes, Your Honor.

QUESTIONi If you went out of business, say 

tha placa humai iown a ni you totally terminated 

business, would the liability have to be paid or noit?
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MR. LILIS NSTERN u The liability vculd net have 

to ba pail bat the tax banafit rula wouli require that -- 

QUESTION* That's quite a different point.

MR. LILISN5 TER N: Yes, Your Honor.

QUESTION; Sc, it is net eerrect that there Is 

a fixed liability <hich cannot ba avoiiai. It rfould be 

avoided by going cut of business.

MR. LILISSSIERNi Hall, Your Honor, for 

purposes cf the all events test, we say -- ir. fact, the 

governs ant — and this Coart ronralal in its raply memo 

that contention of events like that, remote, speculative 

events are not to be considered in determining the 

snapshop issue of whether or not there's a fixai

liability.

I icn*t balieve they disagree with us on that, 

Your Honor. I think they would concede that. In fact, 

they have conceded --

QUESTION:. Thay nay not iisagraa with you, but 

you have just acknowledged to me that it is ret correct, 

that this is a fixai liability whirh cannnot ba avoided, 

because it wculd be avoided by geing cut cf business.

MR. LILISN3TERN; Hell, we put summary 

judgment evidence intc the reccrd, Ycur Hcncr, 

concerning the revenues of the casino. We had 

affidavits to the effect that these are ongoing
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operations and are not likely to go out of business

As the case reaches this Court, that's 

unrefated. I will concede that if we stant to speculate, 

these casincs cr really any ether business cculd 

theoretically avoll liabilities by going cut of business.

2UESTI0N» Well, can you give me another 

exasple of a proper accrual under the all events test in 

which the liability would be avoided by going out of 

business or going intc bankruptcy? I'm net saying, r.ct 

have to pay the liability, but the existence of the 

liability wculd be terminated by terminating the 

business.

SR. LILISNSTERNi Your Honor, I'm not saying 

that the existence of the liability would be 

terminated. I'm saying that the reguirement that it be 

payable wculd be terminated .

2'JESriON; If you want out of business, to 

whem wculd the liability be owed?

MR. LILISNSIERNi If you go out of business 

the liability will not be paid to anyone.

QUESTION* To whom would it be owed?

ME. IIIIENSTEENi At the time it's accrued, it 

is owed to a player. If you go out of business 

the jackpct is wen, it will net be paid tc the

QUESTION; Would it be owed to anyone
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time you went out of business?

MB. LILIENSTEBNi At the time ycu vent cut cf 

business, no, 'four Honor. That’s correct.

The regulations, Justice Stevens, vbich ve say 

fixas our Liability, effectively precludes us from 

taking any voluntary action which would result in cur 

failing to pay the liability when it’s accrued. And we 

say that out of the all events test, that’s really the 

test, want tc insure that when individuals cr entitles 

take these deductions that there’s a degree of certainty 

that they will be paid.

In fact, the evidence in this case shews that 

all of the accrual Liabilities ware in fact paid. That 

remete contingency, I suggest, would exist ir any 

situation, and any accrual basis taxpayer could be 

saddled with that.

QUESTION^ But you say, in any situation. Eut 

I asked you if you could give me a case in which the all 

events test was satisfied, even though the taxpayer 

coaLi have avoided tne creation of the liability by 

terminating voluntarily his business entirely, and 3 

haven’t heard you cite a case.

MR. LILISNSTERNi If his assets are — if he 

is in bankruptcy and if his assets are insufficient tc 

satisfy — if it’s a contractual liability —
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iJESriOMi I * m not talking iboat satisfying

the liability. I’m talking about whether there would be 

a liability on the statement of assets and liabilities 

filed in the bankruptcy court, or whatever it might be.

If he buris down his business voluntarily, 

says, ”1 want to retire, I’m 85 years old, I don’t want 

to run a gambling place any more." He burns down his 

business. In that situation is there any rase -- and he 

has no liability when he does it — is there any case 

you ran rite me which says that the all events test is 

satisfied ?

ME . LILIENSTERNc Eut , Your Honor, I am afraid 

I must disagree with your premise, and that is, you said 

there is no liability when he does it. We say there is 

this liability that is impose! by state law.

I think ycur question goes to what we 

interpret the government's argument as being, that is, 

the only sort of liability which would satisfy the all 

events test is a bilateral ccntractual obligation. We 

say that’s not so, because the all events test ioesn’t 

require that.

The goverment is really trying to add to the 

existing all events test the notion that the obligation 

must be payable. New, in U.S. v. Andersen, the first 

rasa, the obligation there was not payable at the time
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the acccual was tatai.

This tas an excise tax case cn iruriticns. Ihe 

tax. Tha taxpayer sought tc deduct the excise tax in 

the year following the manufacture and sale. In 1916 

the munitions were manufactured and sold. The tax was 

not due until it was assessed tha following year.

The taxpayer tcck the position that the 

government is taking hara. It said, wait, until this is 

payable by the assessment, the tax is not going -- 

cannot be accrued. The tax is not yet due.

Tha government took tha position in Anderson 

that we’re taking here, and said the liability exists at 

tha and of the manufacture and sale, similar to the end 

of our tax year here by the operation of the machines. 

Eecause at that point, all events necessary to fix the 

liability had occurred.

The government is trying tc turn that arctrd 

and say in our situation, we must impose on the all 

events test the additional requirement of payability, 

and that that payability would exist at the time a 

customer pulls tha winning handle of the slot machine.

Sc, we say that we are cn all fours with the 

Andarson case, and that to adopt the government’s 

position would really reconstrue Anderson in a different 

way than it’s existed cn the bocks since 1926.
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As to tha question of how other — so-called 

regular slot machines are treated, let me see if I can 

illustrate our liability argument in that was* The cnly 

reason we say wa'ca able to accrue the liability for the 

^regressive slct machines is because cf the existence cf 

the Nevaia regulation, statutes and policies which are 

discussed in cur briefs. These pertain only to the 

progressive slct machines.

<ie also nave summary judgment evidence in the 

ferm cf affidavits that the reason for the existence of 

those regulations is that because the jackpot amount 

increases with each play on all the casino customers, 

that the Ccmmissicn views that as being an investment, 

if you will, by the players in the jackpot amounts.

Begular slot machines don't have any such 

regulations. We would say, as to the regular slot 

machines, we're not entitled to and we io not accrue 

these liabilities. These cculd be taken eff the fleer 

a t a ny time.

Those could be removed, and any jckpots cn 

regular nenpregressive machines cculd he taker eff at 

any tima, but wa'ca not permitted uniar tha regulations 

tc remove the progressive slct machines. Cnee they're 

on the casino floor and are put into play, they must 

stay there until they're won.
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Now, in this case we’re not trying to

anticipate and to accrue as an expense the amount of the 

eventual payout. We are simply taxing the amount which

exists cr. the machine at the end cf cur fiscal year.

The winning of tie jackpot is the equivalent, 

we believe, of the assessment of the tax in Anderson.

The winning of a jackpot doesn't fix the liability. It 

does identify a pasree, bat the record — and our briefs 

are replete with cases which indicate that ycu dcn't 

really have to be able to Identify a payee. We know 

that there will be a payee. We don't have tc identify 

that payee by name.

The ecoaoiiic and the practical effect of the 

regulation is that we're going tc have tc pay that 

jackpot, and in fact the record indicates that we did 

pay all of these progressive jackpots.

What the government is trying tc dc, we 

believe, is to impose some of the requirements which 

were established in the 198 4 legislation, which is the 

referred to as the Tax Reform Act of 1984 on the cne 

hand, or the Tax Deficit Act of 1984 on the ether, which 

established in addition to the existing law and 

regulations on the all events test, it established a 

principle cf economic perforirarce .

We believe the government is trying to — is
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asking this Court to judicially legislate in this case a 

principle that is the practical equivalent cf the 

economic performance of the 1984 legislation which is 

applicable only to deductions that occur after July cf 

1984.

Thera is, however, a —

QUESTION» Suppose an accrual basis taxpayer
l

signs a promissory note that, in one year that's 

payable, six months later in another year. Dees he 

accrue that, the first year?

SR. LILIENSIERNi IE that's an enforceable

obligation in year one, he may accrue that.

QUESTIONi Well, what if at the time the 

payment comes along and he claims that it was a fraud, 

and it's determine! that ha never lid owe the money, 

he's relieved cf his obligation?

SR. LILIE N 3TERNz In the second year the tax 

benefit rule, I believe, would require that be would 

take any income that —

QUESTIONS What it means is that it is void at 

initio, ha never ha i an obligation?

SR. LILISNSTERNt Well, I'm responding to hew 

the Internal Revenue Service would construe it.

QUESTION» Well, I know, but I would think in 

that case, and according to their argument, that you
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would never be able to i::rue that liability because of 

the possibility that it might le a fraudulent 

transaction and he never had an obligation.

HR. LILIENSTERNi Well, as I said earlier —r
QUESTION Wouldn’t that be their argument?

KR. LILIENSTEBNj I’m not sure, Ycur Honor. I 

wouLin't want to speak for them. 3at the law is 

absolutely clear that these remote contingencies such as 

bankruptcy or a defense for promissory note, those are 

not sufficient to destroy accrual at the time the 

accrual is taken.

QUESTIONi Wall, there’s another one. What 

happens if the machine breaks completely, I mean, just 

breaks iown ani has to be replaced?

HE. LILIENSTEEN s ill right. If the machine 

breaks Iowa, under taa regulations ani policy the 

machine can be taken off the floor for a brief period of 

time and repaired.

QUESTIONi That’s not my guestion. It’s 

broken permanently.

HR. LILISN3TERNv All right. Then the amount 

of that jackpot must be added to another machine. If it 

has 5100 on it, that 5100 must be put on an adjacent 

machine tc give a total of £200.

The liability must remain on the machines, on
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the floor

CDESTICSi Hew could scmecne determine that 

that is carried out? Who determines that they lo make 

the transfer?

MR. LILISN3TERNz Your Honor, the Nevada 

gambling industry is cne cf the nest highly regulated 

industries in this country. The affidavit cf Mr.

Griffith in the Joint Sppendix indicates that they count 

the jackpots twice a day. They have to file reports 

with the Gaming Con mission, I believe weekly.

It’s very highly regulated, fer twe reasers. 

One, of course, in any industry where there's a lot of 

cash exchanging hands, it's to everyone's benefit tc 

have it highly regulated. Eut in the case cf 

progressive slot machines, as I alluded to earlier, 

there is a ncticn -- there is an investment concept here.

Since players are putting their money in, and 

increasing the amount of the jackpot, the Commission 

wants to insure that those jackpot totals remain 

available for players to win on the floor. So, I think 

there'sne question about that, Kr. Chief Justice, that 

it's highly regulated and that that duty imposed by the 

Nevada Gaming Commission is complied with .

The government relies on the Nightingale 

case. It's a Nintn Circuit case tnat preceded ours.
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It’s# ia all its material respects, like oars factually.

Nightingale cited a number of cases including 

this Court's Brown versus Helvering opinion, which 

involved cancellation of — accruing of liabilities for 

anticipated insurance policy cancellaticns. In that 

case, wa simply say theca's no fixai liability. There 

is nc way tc determine in that case whether indeed, 

basal on estimates or otherwise, the policies would in 

fact be cancelled.

In cur case we don’t rely cn estimates. fe 

have tha amount wa say wa can accrue, on the machines. 

It’s referred tc as a meter tut it's really a large 

display meter. That is the amount of the progressive 

jackpot which must be maintained in play and which the 

evidence shows will be paid cut cn the average cf fcur 

and a half months.

Once the machine is in play —

QUESTION; I don't know that your case is sc 

much different than Brown on that percentage, because 

they have a stipulated percentage in Brown cf 23 percent 

on the basis of past experience. And, isn' t that pretty 

much what ycur probability is?

MR. LILIEN3TERN; Mall, Justice Rehnguist, our 

probability is 100 percent cf the amcunt shewn. Ke 

don’t caly on estimates. He know that wa are going to
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pay tha total of aLL tha mounts caflactad at tha and of 

the fiscal year.

QUESTIONS But it *s an estimate as to when you 

will pay them?

HE. IIIIENSTEENc Hell, we don’t estimate when 

we're gcing tc pay it. No, the four and a half months 

is a retrospective average. That was a computation 

made, and is in the Summary Judgment —

QUESTION^ Hell, tut supposing it came cut 

that the retrospective calculation showed 14 months. 

Certainly, ycu couldn't deduct it in the re>t year.

NR. LILISNSTERN i No, Your Honor. You deduct 

it in year one. You accrue it in year cne.

QUESTION^ Wall, supposing this thing hai 

showed 26 months. Could you still have deducted it?

NR. LILISNSTERNt You iaiuct it in yaar one. 

Now, the greater —

QUESTION! But only tha amount that's shown at 

the end of year cne?

NR. LILISNSTERNt Only tna amount shown at tha 

end of year one, that’s correct. Justice Eehnquist. In 

othac words, at tha and of year ona if it shows SJ100, at 

the end of your fiscal year, ycu accrue $10C.

By the time it pays off it might have gone to 

(54G0 and you will in fact pay the ^400. He're net
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trying to deduct that Ef400. We’re accruing only the 

amount that exists at the end of our fiscal year.

ft nd, as the period of time goes into the 

future, ve recognize -- net in this case tut we 

recognize in other situations, there may well he the 

problem cf a clear reflection of income. And the 1S64 

legislation is in part at least designed to impose an 

additional requirement to the all e/eats test which 

fcculd prevent the accrual of these liabilities when the 

period of time into the future is very great.

There is an exception to that, which is the 

referring item exception, which imposes an eight an a 

half month theory, aai we believe we would be 

frightfully satisfied in that case.

QUESTION; Mr. Lilienstern, as I understand it 

the Internal Eevenue Service has regulatory authority to 

determine whether the accrual of counting system is 

properly reflecting income.

MB. IILIENSTEBNw That’s correct, Justice

O’Connor. Under —

CUEST 10Ni Hew does that authority fit into 

t his g u es t L o a ?

ME. IILIENSTEBNi Sell, in cur case they have 

not challenged that our accrual clearly reflects 

income. That really is net an issue here. The
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Commissioner, however, dees have the 

Section 446(b) tb Li effect disallow 

system if he determines that it does 

income.

authority under

an ic:ounting

not clearly reflect

But that -- that authority combined with the 

'84 legislation has really given the Internal Fevenue 

Service some new teeth, we think. We don’t know how the 

basic legislation there would apply to us. It talks in 

terms of property.

There is a suggestion that money is not 

property, and we really don't know pending the 

promulgation of regulations where we're going to come 

out on that, but we -- and it's really not involved in 

this case, tut it seems clear to us that we're talking 

about the exceptioa, which means we wouli be permitted 

to continue to accrue the progressive slot machine 

liabilities.

In its reply brief the government gave an 

example of a golf tournament, an irrevocable pledge in 

year one by a company to sponsor gold tournaments, 

perhaps as long as ten years in the future. We believe 

that if the obligation is irrevocable and the tax -- the 

all events test is satisfied.

Again, though, the longer you gc into the 

future, the more likely it is there could be a problem
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with clear reflection of iico.ua. 3ut just to sat us 

where we stand, from their example and their brief, we 

believe that — and the example in which the payments of 

the golf tournaments could extend ten years into the 

future, we believe there that the all eveEts test was 

satisfied but that the taxpayer there might well have an 

additional problem.

The reason — really the reason for the all 

events test is to insure that taxpayers won’t obtain 

deductions for expenditures that might net ever cccrr, 

and we think, we satisfy that, and we don't just mean you 

have tc look retrospectively in order to see that we did 

pay all of these amounts that were accrued.

He think we satisfied, because the sanction 

that can be imposed on a casino if it doesn’t pay the 

amounts on its progressive slot machines are far out of 

proportion tc the amount in controversy in this case. A 

casino can lose its license. It can be fined up to 

$250,300. It is this notion of state law and the —

QUESTIONS Well, what if a casino does lose 

its license for seme ether transgression? Shat about 

this supposed liability?

HR. LILIENSTERN*. If the casino is sold, it is 

the policy of the Naming Commission — that’s typically 

what happens. One entity will lose the license. They
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don't beard tbe casino up. Someone else comes in and 

assumes the license.

So, it's -- to my knowledge it's always an 

instance in which the license is transferred.

2 U ESI 10 Ns And t.ien what happens?

MR. LILIENSTERNs If it's transferred, either 

the jackpots mist be paid prior to the transfer, which 

it sounds like in your example it would net he, or they 

must be assume! by the purchaser of the casino. They 

are not extinguished.

QUESTION^ Eut — this may never happen, tut 

if a casino just decided — a corporate entity owning a 

casino just wanted to liquidate and they just decided to 

sell all assets ani liquidate, what about the machines?

MR. LILIENSTEENt And there's no surviving 

entity? Well, in that situation. Judge --

QUESTION; Say they put the machines right on 

the auction block and they're bougnt. Does anybody then 

assume the liability on that machine?

MR. LILE NSTERNs The liabilities are not 

assumed on these machines, and the tax consequences 

would be, of course, as earlier described, they would 

take into income in the year of sale any amounts 

previously deducted.

Wa triad to rafute that argument —
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QUESTION; Sell, what if a casino buys a bunch 

cf slct irachires and they dcn't pay for then. They're 

going to — tha y hive an installment payment contract 

and they default, and then purchaser -- or the seller 

just comes along and repossesses them?

NR. LILIENSTERNi So that pa :n no longer 

have them, in play?

2UESTI0N; fas.

MR. IILIENSTERN; Well, there's nc remedy

availabl e.

QUESTION; Sell, there's nc — there’s 

certainly — why shoild you accrue in thosa situations?

MR. LILIENSTERN; Because, Justice Shite —

QUESTIONI I naan, just --

MR. LILIENSTERN.: The all events test and the 

fixing cf liability is not dependent on the kind of 

remote contingency you just described.

QUESTION! Well, the liability, as Justice 

Stevens pointed out to you, what's really contingent is 

the liability.

MR. LILIENSTERN';- Sell, Your Honor, the 

liability is fixed. Now, it may be avoided. You may 

avoid paying the liability. That is my analysis. The 

liability is fixai but payment for that liability —

QUESTION; Ycu think it's fixed because the
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state law says that, look, George, you must accrue this 

money and pay it out if and when somebody aver wins it?

KR. LILIENSTERNc And ycu may net remove ycur 

machines and you may not sell your casino and avoid the 

liabilities.

iUESriONs If certain events happen, nobody is 

ever geirg to win it.

MR. LILENSTERNu That's right, but that 

affects the payment rather than the imposition of the 

liability, under our view of the case.

QUESTION:. Well, it affects — surely it 

affects both?

MR. LILIENITERNi Wall, again, if a company 

goes into bankruptcy and has insufficient assets tc pay 

its liabilities, it's in no differant situation than we 

are there.

QUESTIONS Well, except that you -- except 

ycur statement shows that it is. You say, pay your 

liabilities.

MR. LILIEMSTERNi IE thay can’t pay them. We 

— in your example the jackpots are not paid to people 

who win them. In tna situation in which the company 

gees intc bankruptcy and doesn’t have the mcr.ey, these 

are not paid to tna parsons to whom tnay —

QUESTION; Eut everybody agrees there was a
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liability ?

ME. LILIENSTERN* Eut everybody agrees there’s 

a liability.

QUESTION: Well, not here.

ME. LILIENSTERN: Hell, no.
v

QUESTION* That’s the guestion in the rase.

ME. LILIENSTERN* I understand, Ycur Hcncr. 

There are other cases in which state law applies 

liabilities. There’s a whole series cf ccal reining, 

strip mining cases.

The liability there is imposed not by 

bilateral contract, but it’s imposed by state law which 

requires that once strip mining has occurred, the mined 

area must be backfilled. That’s exactly what we have 

hare, it’s impose! by state law.

If the coal companies -- and there's a whole 

line of cases that supports our view on that — if the 

coal companies go nit of bisiness before backfilling 

these, there’s nc --

QUESTION* So, a casino operator could say, 

"I’m just dissatisfied with these newfangled progressive 

slot machines. I just want to get rid of them and go 

back to the old style." And he goes to his next-door 

neighbor, "Would you like to buy my progressive slot 

machines?" And the fellow says, "Yes, I like these
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ia/icas." Ani so thay just sail tnam.

ME. LILIENSTEEN; A casino operator will 

prooibly lnsa his licansa ini ba final ap to 3250,000.

QUESTION* I knew, bet he wouldn’t le liable. 

He wouldn’t have to pay that.

ME. LILIENSTERN* Sell —

QUESTION! He wouldn’t hava to piy tha accrual.

ME. LILIENSTERNj We have addressed that, Your 

Honor, by shewing hew the progressive slot machine 

productions are immaterial compared to the total wealth 

of — and revenues of the casino. Thay’ra not joing to 

shut dewn their casinos in order tc save £433,000 ever 

four years.

QUESTION* I agree with that, 

imagine that they’d want to sail tnair 

QUESTION* If they sold them 

New Jersey, what liability would camain 

their

tut I can 

slot machines, 

tc ar operator 

if they took

in

MR. LILI3N3TERN* Bafora they take the 
*

machines off the floor, they must address tbe issue cf 

payment. Thay must hava a f rae-for all one day and 

insure that all those progressive slot machine jackpots 

are paid prior to disposing cf them, Justice Stevens.

QUESTION! They roulin’t sail tham to a casino 

in New Jersey?
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ME. LILIENSTERN* Sot without first 

discharging the jackpot liability.

QUESTION* Nell, hew would ycu fird cut whe's 

going to win? |<

MB. LILIENSTEBN* I teg ycur carder, Justice

Marshall?

QUESTION* Hew are ycu going to find cut whe’s 

going to win? Yon said you have to pay off.

QUESTION* She do you pay it to?

MB. LILIENSTERNi You naan, ones someone has 

wen it? Ycu knew that --

QUESTIONi No, aoboly has won.

MB. LILIENSTERN* Ch, ycu have to keep then: in 

play until they’re won.

QUESTION* I thought ycu said that they car 

sell them to AtLanrio City?

MB. LILIENSTEBN* That’s ccrrect, Justice 

Marshall, but —

QUESTION* ihat dc they dc then or their 

federal taxas?

ME. LILIENSTEBN* If they sell therr to 

Atlantic City before delivering them to Atlantis City, 

they must first make prevision fer paying these 

progressiva jackpots to their customers in Las Vegas.

QUESTION* How are they going to dc that?
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ME. LILIENSTERH; Keep then in Elay until 

they're won, Justice Marshall. Yoi can't -- in other 

vends, ycu car.nct sell them and deliver them temerrev. 

You list discharge that liability first.

CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER* Thank you, gentlemen. 

The case is submitted.

[Whereupon, at 1e59 o’clock, p .m ., the case in 

the above-en titled aatter was submitted.]
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